FILAWET

SOLVENT-BASED WET-LOOK CONSOLIDATING PROTECTOR

UNPOLISHED
NATURAL STONE AND
AGGLOMERATES
TUFO

WHAT IT’S FOR
Gives wet look to untreated surfaces
(tumble finishes, flame finishes,
natural sawn finishes).
Protects material from water and oil.
Consolidating effect treatment.

ADVANTAGES
Provides a wet effect that can be
intensified with several applications.
Does not yellow with ageing or due to
any environmental condition.
Does not scrape from surface.

COVERAGE

With one litre:
10/20 m2
“Coverage shown is for guidance purposes only
and refers to single coats”

Packaging
1-litre cans in boxes of 12.
5-litre cans in boxes of 4.
WARNINGS
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Do not disperse into the environment after use.
• If used indoors, it is advisable to ventilate the area well.
• The use of a single-disc cleaning machine is permitted only if it is
perfectly undamaged.
Outdoor flooring must be properly laid before being treated
and must satisfy all specific requirements, including: adequate
sloping, properly executed expansion joints, perfect insulation
from underlying ground, proven compatibility with sub-zero
temperatures.
TEMPERATURES
Storage temperature: from 0° to 30°C
The product should be applied to materials with temperature
between 5° and 30° C.
COMPOSITION
Synthetic resins dispersed in aromatic hydrocarbon solvent.
Pursuant to It.Leg.Dec. No.161/06 class: Fixative primers
(consolidator)
EU limit value for this product (Cat: 1/h): 750 g/l (2010)
This product contains no more than 739.20 g/l

LABELLING
Warning: Danger
Hazard indication:
Flammable liquid and
vapour. May be fatal if
swallowed and enters
airways.
May
cause
respiratory
irritation.
May cause drowsiness
or dizziness. Toxic to
aquatic life with long
lasting effects. Repeated
exposure may cause skin
dryness or cracking.
Caution recommendations: If medical advice is
needed, have product container or label at hand. Keep
out of reach of children. Keep away from heat / sparks
/ open flames / hot surfaces. No smoking. Wear
protective gloves / protective clothing / eye protection
/ face protection. IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call

HOW TO USE IT
No dilution required: ready to use.
Application:
1. On a clean and dry surface, apply one
even and continuous coat of FILAWET
with a brush
2. After 24 hours repeat treatment in the
same way.
3. For very absorbent materials, a third
coat may be required to reach the
desired wet effect.
Maintenance: diluted solutions of
FILACLEANER. In the areas most
exposed to weather conditions we
recommend applying the product again
every two years.
Caution:
do not apply the product externally if rain is forecast
during the following 24 hours.
Do not walk on floor while it's drying: wait 24 hours
after last product application. In the areas most
exposed to weather conditions we recommend
applying the product again every two years.
Do not apply on terracotta floors or polished/very
smooth surfaces. If product has been wrongly applied
or if a thorough cleaning is required, remove FILAWET
using FILANOPAINT STAR. The product cannot be
applied to supports with problems connected with
rising damp.
a POISON CENTER or doctor / physician. Dispose
of contents / container in accordance with official
regulations.
Contains: SOLVENT NAPHTA (PETROLEUM), LIGHT
AROM.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Appearance: viscous liquid
Colour: transparent
Odour: typical of aromatic solvent
Density: 0.908 kg/l
Flash point: 40 °C
This information is the result of our most up-todate technical know-how and is based on ongoing
laboratory research and testing. Nevertheless, for
reasons beyond our control, any suggestions always
require appropriate analysis, testing and monitoring.
Fila shall not accept any responsibility for improper use
of its products.
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